FOR FAST GREENS

FOR A GRASS COMB TO YOUR MOWER

FIT A GRASS COMB TO YOUR MOWER

STEWART & CO.,
FINE TURF SPECIALISTS
EDINBURGH. EH2 2AY

R. C. CRAIG
AND CO. LTD.

SPECIALISTS IN THE REPAIR AND
MAINTENANCE OF ALL TYPES OF MOWERS

Agents for: RANSOMES SIMS &
JEFFERIES LTD.

LLOYDS & CO. LTD.
WEBBS LAWN MOWERS

Distributors: DENNIS BROS. LTD.

GANG MOWERS FOR HIRE

We will gladly call on you to advise
on your grass cutting equipment or
arrange demonstrations. Ring us now

* 153 Arch Stamford Brook
Station, LONDON, W.6.
01-748 5415

Andrews- Power and Performance
for Professionals

BLUEBIRD- THE MOST
POWERFUL SCARIFIER ON TURF!

Driven by a robust and test-
proven 5hp engine, this scarifier
will flail out grass cuttings,
bed fibre and all forms of
debris to leave you with a
perfect sward. Wherever
professional standards
count, just remember the
name BLUEBIRD... we
defy you to find better
value for only £175.00.

CYCLONE' SPREADING
PERFORMANCE

These heavy-
duty spreaders
are built to
full pro-
fessional specifications. Their 10ft spreading swath
covers an unbeatable 2 acres an hour. Push by hand or
pull by tractor - 'CYCLONE' will give you an even
spread every time. Unrivalled performance for only
£59.50. Smaller hand propelled model available.

INSTANT PORTABLE POWER

A range of 7 generators to give you
immediate power anywhere, anytime.
Portable generators give you a fully
mechanised labour force ... those
awkward, out-of-the-way jobs, that
would normally take days, can now be
finished in hours. And that spells
better manpower planning and smaller, more
economical labour forces. Yes, portable genera-
tors save on time, labour and needless expense—
what's more, they start from as little as £75!

SEND FOR DETAILS TODAY

Andrews Lawn Edgers Ltd.,
The Garden Machine Centre,
Sunningdale, Berks SL5 OJJ
Telephone: Ascot 21960
Send me details on:
Generators  □
Cyclone spreaders □
Bluebird scarifiers □
Name
Occupation
Address
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Just like your club, your turf needs a professional.

For expert help and advice with their game, most club members have a professional to turn to. But who can a green keeper turn to for help in keeping his turf up to par?

His own professional: SAI TURF FOOD

Courses like Carnoustie and Muirfield use SAI Turf Foods. It works wonders with grass.

It comes in the form of mini-crumble granules which makes it easy to spread. It also stays where it’s put, releasing its goodness slowly into the soil to strengthen grass growth.

For stronger, greener, cleaner, healthier turf, try SAI.

All enquiries to the manufacturers or to our accredited suppliers for England and Wales: Chipman Chemical Co. Ltd., Horsham, Sussex. Telephone 60341/5

HORTICULTURE LTD.

Hortus House, 3 John’s Place, Edinburgh.
Telephone: 031-554 5451
THE TASK FORCE gathered at Shannon (news was not leaked to the IRA in time for them to take evasive action) and came from the four corners of Britain with support from ‘Anglos’ from France and Switzerland.

It was dark when some of us left home for the assembly area and starting to get dark again before we left it. Between those times we had variously used different routes so as to delay the suspicions of any double agents.

We arrived at Shannon from Edinburgh, from Manchester (via Liverpool and Dublin), from Birmingham (via Dublin) and from London. Information must have leaked to the Airline about our plans, though. They put us all on one plane at Shannon and sat us together.

Someone on board had evidently received information about our sortie as they had installed beautiful young girls in brightly coloured uniforms to offer us drinks and many good things from trolleys to dull our senses. This was simply a fore-runner to many offers of bribes which we were to receive in the ‘Combat Area’.

I guess the pilot was on our side. He circled the city of Boston and the airport several times to give us a chance to consolidate our plans. During this manoeuvre he cunningly made the ‘plane bump and bounce to make ‘them’ think that we had problems. And so by the time we touched down, he had played his ace. We were an hour late and who would have thought of keeping a reception party waiting for that period with the temperature at 12° below freezing!

From that point, ‘they’ tried every trick imaginable to make us surrender, but I am not aware that any of our force succumbed. ‘They’ arranged indoor temperatures at what felt like 100° and outdoor temperatures anything from 12° to 40° below freezing.

Most of us were installed in an hotel called the Essex (surely to give us a further sense of security) but then, of course, they made sure that breakfast was not available in the hotel and we had to seek it in the drug stores, delicatessen and cafes within walking distance, which again took us through sub-zero temperatures.

One of their number laid on a spectacular fire which cost three hundred thousand dollars to present at a nearby plastics factory. How can anyone afford a PR man with ideas like that!

We crept into their first meeting quietly and un-announced and mingled with their members so cunningly that I am sure none of their officials knew that we had arrived, for several days. They made their lectures and discussion periods so interesting, pretended to be so friendly, and talked of vast amounts of money spent on their Golf Courses, on Club Houses and facilities, machinery and large labour forces, I feel that there were several of our number who could be tempted to change sides.

An exhibition of machinery and other services was also held for three days. My guess is that this was simply a cover-up for as many of them as possible to get our names, rank and number, and as much other information about us as they could solicit. To do this they tried any number of schemes. Some tried the straightforward method, approved by many, of openly offering gifts in the form of pencils, shoe-horns, posters, steel rules,
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Meet the season’s winner

Supaturf

Photo by courtesy of the Leicestershire Golf Club.

Sportsgrounds that thrive year-in-and-year-out get Supaturf’s balanced blend of organic and inorganic ingredients. Pre-seeding fertilisers, fertilisers for all turf, top dressings and grass seeds — here’s everything you need to build a strong root base and lush, hard-wearing turf. For parks, golf courses and all recreation areas, you can’t beat Supaturf fertilisers.

Order for Spring and Summer Now!

Supaturf FERTILISERS

Prices and details on request.

Supaturf PRODUCTS LTD.
PETERBOROUGH, PE4 6BR.
SPORTS GROUND • PARK &

FENBRIDGE ROAD, WERRINGTON,
Telephone: Peterborough 72470
HORTICULTURAL SUPPLIES

The British Golf Greenkeeper
diaries, notebooks, mowing time computers, golfing caps, etc. Others guessing that we, like them, could be attracted by beautiful girls in hot pants, decorated their stands with them.

One of the exhibitors even had the temerity to suggest that we might be interested in having photographs taken with these scantily clad ladies draped around us . . . passing us quickly on to one of their other schemes, which was to lie in wait for us in the bars, refreshment areas and restaurants, carefully arranged around the conference hotel. There they would encourage us to drink with them, whilst they spoke of many things, in strange dialects, which most of us found we could understand without an interpreter.

Then they had a TEE party and a banquet at which many people were presented; and one of our number responded, before much music and laughter filled the room as they presented hired players for our amusement. By this time we began to sense that perhaps the natives actually were friendly. There was no sign of warlike intentions from them. But, then, there were only 4300 of them. There were 54 of us, and British.

And so in due course, we were able to bid our farewells quite openly, bearing no battle scars. We returned with gifts to our loved ones from these foreign shores and bottles of 'the spirits that cheer' purchased at prices our grandfathers can remember.

The thought of many of us in the party now turn to 1974 and California, where perhaps the thought of a warmer climate may tempt more of our fellow countrymen to join the party and make it more of an invasion than a sortie. Jed Clampett swimming pools and movie stars, and even Disneyland may prove to be bigger attractions than Paul Revere and the Boston Tee Party!

Just in case you hadn't heard, the 44th Turf Grass Conference and Show of the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America took place in Boston 7th-12th January 1973. None of our aircraft was reported missing.

---

RELFL & KENDALL
OF CROYDON AND BARNET

With pleasure announce that they hold the greatest concentration of lawn mower spares and lawn mower engine spares in the country

ENTROUS STOCKS OF RANSOMES SPARE PARTS

RANSOMES

Also ASPERA, B.S.A., BRIGGS & STRATTON, DENNIS, J.A.P., ROTAX, VICTA, VILLIERS.

Service Exchange items such as CUTTING CYLINDERS—MAGNETOS

OUR FLEET OF VANS IS OCCUPIED DAILY IN MAINTAINING OUR EXPRESS SPARES DELIVERY SERVICE

Telephone your immediate requirements to

RELFL & KENDALL
406 BRIGHTON ROAD, SOUTH CROYDON, SURREY, CR2 6XX. Tel (01) 688 0578
11 STATION ROAD, NEW BARNET, HERTS. Tel (01) 449 8228

We stock a comprehensive range of domestic and professional machinery. Ask for a demonstration on YOUR ground
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S. H. GOSS & CO.
WEED CONTROL
SPECIALISTS

Selective or Total Weed Control
Grass Growth Retarding
Brushwood Control
Aquatic Weeds
also
Worm and Mole Control
Fertilisers Applied

3, Mascalls Cottages,
Mascalls Lane,
Brentwood, Essex.
Telephone: Brentwood 216107

Professional Turf machinery
for parks, sportsgrounds,
golf clubs and colleges

Beat VAT before
APRIL 1st

Distributors for Ransomes, (including new Ransome-Hahn Tournament Triplex greens mower), Hayters, Webbs, Atco, Suffolk, Mountfield, Lupat, Brott mowing machinery and all types of turf maintenance equipment including Sisis.

Distributors for Honda, Howard, Merrytiller and Mountfield cultivators, also Honda generators and pumps, Mini Tractors from 6-19 hp include Bolens, Wolfe, Yardman, Mountfield Allen, Agria and Ransomes Motor triple and Junior Motor triple: Space Heaters: Chainsaws by McCullock, Homelite, JoBu Reconditioned MF 35 tractors etc., for Sports Grounds.

M-F industrial equipment including 20 tractors, 2 and 4 wheel drive shovels, tractor digger loaders, crawlers, shovels and dozers, 35 loaders – all types of trailers – dumpers – concrete mixers – post hole diggers.

Complete workshop facilities for industrial and Horticultural machinery including comprehensive spares stocks and replacement engines for all machinery.

For recommendations and quotations without obligation contact—
Mr. John Faulkner, or
Mr. Jack Lemmon,
Eastern Tractors, Stansted Road,
Bishop's Stortford
Tel: Bishop’s Stortford 53325

Joseph Bentley Limited
Barrow upon Humber, Lincs.
Telephone: 501/2/3

The British Golf Greenkeeper
RETURNING, last week, from the 44th Annual Conference and Show of the American Golf Course Superintendents, in Boston, my impressions were of a highly organised Association which is out to find ways of improving golf course maintenance and their own lot by all the latest methods. The educational programme lasted four days.

Quite a few of our own Association members were invited and, for a country that invented the game of golf, we seem to have fallen a mile behind.

There are approximately 1200 golf courses in the United Kingdom which should give us 1200 head greenkeepers, plus about three other staff per club, a total of 4800 potential Association members. In actual fact, our membership is about 900, just 20% of the total work force. Relate this to the PGA membership, which is virtually 100%, and it's pathetic.

The annual subscription is a measly £2.50 per year, but I would recommend a £20 subscription to be subsidised by each head greenkeeper's particular club, and a proportion for other ground staff. In USA, this is considered general practice by clubs and I am sure it benefits them greatly for extra knowledge and skills passed on to their staff.

Golf Clubs here seem to be very inward looking; many do not even know the rate of pay for their ground staff, as this is only published in the Association monthly magazine, and communication is difficult with clubs being dotted all over the country.

At the moment, all secretarial work of the Association is done on a voluntary basis but I would like to see this changed to a full-time, paid Association Secretary who can keep members and clubs informed of all means of apprenticeship schemes, lectures and demonstrations, mainly during winter seasons. This could only be done by increased subscriptions.

I am not decrying the voluntary work, this has been marvellous, but these people have other work to do also, and I am sure they would endorse any suggestion that will further the good of our Association.

Our members are gradually having to learn about things like Triplex mowers, auto-watering systems, new fungicides and fertilizers, but it is mainly self-teaching and here is where an organised Association can step in to pass on information and encourage skills.

Clubs will have to be more selective, as will the Association in the forthcoming years, if we take our Minister of Sport's word for a need for another 500 Golf Clubs in the next few years. This will require another 1000 greenkeepers for maintenance. Somehow these people will have to be produced and taught.

Any monetary help, or time off granted, for learning by Golf Clubs' staff would be a great help, but one other thing which stood out in America was how firms supplying Golf Clubs with equipment, seed, fertilizers, etc., presented their greenkeepers' association with monetary help to improve every aspect of their job.

Another point to mention is the working relationship between Clubs and ground staff, and the number of times, in the United Kingdom, you hear ground staff being told by greens' committees how to do their job. This is having a dog and barking yourself. No one would dare tell his club professional how to play golf. In the USA, they engage a man professionally and expect him to do the job.

One fact which came out at this American trip was that most American clubs gave full expenses and time off to their staff to attend; while, for our part, nearly all had to pay for their own trip and, in some cases, were expected to deduct the time from their annual holidays. Distance was no object and some American greenkeepers travelled further than we did. Even when the Annual General Meeting was held in Blackpool, this applied.
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It takes a pro to go round 18 greens in under 4 hours

It takes a lot of work to keep 18 greens well maintained. Or rather it used to. With the Jacobsen Greens King mower you can mow 18 greens in under 4 hours. No fuss, no bother, and no grass to pick up afterwards. Specifically designed for putting greens, this mower can cut a complete green to a velvet finish without having to stop or turn round. And with golf courses in constant use, that's a great advantage.

But that's not all. All the cutting reels can be raised and lowered, engaged and disengaged by a single foot pedal. It can be adapted to mow vertically. Or brush or spike the green for aeration. That's why we call it the Greens King.

What's your handicap?

The Greens King.

Turf problems?
Get to the bottom of it

The Mete-R-Matic from Jacobsen gets to the root of turf care problems - it's the only spreader which actually drives the top dressing down to the base of the turf - where it really belongs. It spreads a full 3' wide - and at up to 225 feet per minute. And it spreads evenly, whether dry or moist. You control the depth by a fingertip adjuster. So now you don't have to rake or drag after dressing. Using the Mete-R-Matic ensures effective spreading every time. The answer to a great many turf problems.

The Sod Master Mete-R-Matic.

Write today (use the edge of this page as a coupon) to Britain's most experienced turf care specialists for leaflets, distributors, or a demonstration any time, anywhere.

ROLFE'S MINI-TRACTORS LTD
Winchester Hill, Romsey (76), Hants Telephone: Romsey 513185
Are you Bunkered?

by

W. N. S. Bisset, S.D.A., The Sports Turf Research Institute

Bunkers are an integral part of the golf course and an additional hazard for the erratic golfer. On land which lacks natural features they create interest in the overall view of any particular hole. The construction or removal of bunkers is the most common concern of green committees while maintenance is seldom considered; as a result the appearance of bunkers often detracts from the general impression of a golf course and irregular maintenance is common.

Many golf courses have large numbers of bunkers and this gives rise to adverse comment from the ‘unfortunate’ golfer who lands in them and from already overworked greenkeeping staff when maintenance is required.

A maintenance programme should be designed to provide the golfer with a ‘fair’ lie within the bunker from which to play his next shot as well as to maintain a tidy appearance.

Construction
As with all other types of construction it is important to ensure that bunker foundations are in good condition.

The construction of bunkers commonly involves excavation to form a basin shape and in a heavy sub-soil this will become a water collecting hollow. It is, therefore, necessary to ensure that satisfactory drainage is provided and where required a tile drain should be laid in the base, falling to a suitable outlet. Backfilling with a suitable aggregate or clinker is necessary but the backfilling should be blinded with either ash or, as preferred by a number of greenkeepers, with turves placed upside down to prevent the sand being washed through the backfilling into the drain.

Sand
The provision of the correct type of sand in a bunker is essential to ease future maintenance. On seaside golf courses sand is usually easily obtained but inland courses have more difficulty. It is convenient to obtain a sand from the cheapest and nearest source but bunker sand should be fairly hard, not too fine and certainly free from silt or grit. Fine sand containing silt will tend to pack down easily and form a poor surface from which to play a shot. In addition, this type of sand is more easily blown out by the wind. Soft sand will tend to break down and form a slurry when wet.

Sand with a high grit content should also be avoided particularly near greens where accidental damage to cutting implements may occur.

For inland golf courses it is important to avoid a sand which contains a proportion of shell or lime particularly in greenside bunkers. The regular blasting out of a ‘limey’ sand slowly creates alkaline conditions in the turf which will lead to lush grass growth and the establishment of worms or weeds. Clubs which are in doubt should have a sample of sand tested as it is frequently not possible to identify a sand which contains lime by visual examination.

Having decided on the type of sand the quantity is a further consideration. Sufficient sand should be provided to ‘fill’ the bunker thus enabling the golfer to play his desired shot out and a minimum depth of 4in. overall is required. The sand is regularly being blasted out of bunkers by golfers and a quantity is blown out by wind particularly in exposed situations, e.g. seaside courses and regular replacement is necessary.

Raking
Ideally, raking of bunkers should be carried out as part of a daily routine to maintain the sand in a loose condition and provide a smooth surface from which the golfer can play. This work is not sufficient on its own, however, and requires the co-operation of the golfer who should be reminded constantly of his responsibility to leave the bunker in the condition which he would wish
Keep turf at its best - all season

with a single feed from new Gold-N

Gold-N is completely different from conventional turf fertilizers. Following an initial boost of nitrogen, it supplies this vital nutrient slowly and continuously over a period of 3 to 6 months. All from a single application!

**Constant Quality**
This steady supply maintains turf at its best. Keeps it thick and green. There isn't the intermittent “too lush, too little” effect of more soluble fertilizers. And because Gold-N resists leaching in wet weather, grass vigour is maintained even on free-draining soils, golf courses, public open spaces and reclaimed derelict sites.

**It's Consistent**
Gold-N minimises scorching, tolerates variations in temperature and moisture. And because it’s made to rigid specifications, every bag is as good as the next. It’s easy to handle and spread — by hand or machine. And it’s hygienic so there’s no danger of the diseases associated with organics like hoof and horn. What’s more the nitrogen content is virtually all usable.

**Superior Performance**
Gold-N saves money by eliminating leaching and other wastage. It works economically in situations where perhaps five or six dressings of the usual fertilizer would be required — keeping time and spreading costs to a minimum and increasing playing time. It will help to transform sparse growth areas to lush swards in one or two seasons and after only one application per season.

For full details of Gold-N, contact:
England & Wales – Chipman Chemical Co., Horsham, Sussex EH6 7EN.
Tel: Horsham 60341

Scotland – SAI Horticulture Ltd., Hortus House, 3 John's Place, Edinburgh. Tel: 031 554 5451/6

N. Ireland – Richardson's (Ulster) Ltd., 1 Short Strand, Belfast BT5 4BS.
Tel: Belfast 57424/5/6

Eire – ICI (Ireland) Ltd., 5/9 South Frederick Street, Dublin 2.
Tel: Dublin 771831

NEW Gold-N
keeps grass lush and green ICI

The British Golf Greenkeeper